WHAT'S IN A NAME? SOMETIMES CONSIDERABLE

A recent correspondent expresses himself as follows concerning the new fumigant for borers in peach trees: Paradichlorobenzene.

"Say, why couldn't the inventor have simply named the stuff 'borer assassinator'; or, if he had to have a long name for it, called it "Sickhimandgoinyourlengthandgethim benzene'? And then we laymen could analyze the name."—C. A. Finley.
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Now is the time to spray trees affected with rust mite, scab or melanose. We handle the

**DRY LIME SULPHUR**

It saves freight on water and expense of handling. Shipped in air-tight packages with removable top. Will keep indefinitely if top is replaced after using. Dissolves readily in any water. Add Dry Lime Sulphur to water and stir. Five pounds to one hundred gallons water for rust mite, equivalent to two gallons 33° Lime Sulphur Solution to one hundred gallons of water. Prices range from 10½ to 25c per pound according to quantity order.

- Arsenate of Lead
- Bluestone
- Bordeaux Mixture
- Genuine Protexol
- Caustic Soda
- Schnarr's Spray Formula
- Carbolic Acid, Crude
- Copperas
- Fish Oil Soap
- Soluble Sulphur Compound
- Sulphur Flowers, etc.
- Target Brand White Fly Destroyer.

Fresh stock of goods always on hand.

IN OUR SPRAYING DEPARTMENT
we carry only the best and most reliable, such as Leggett's Champion Duster, Lowell Compressed Air Sprayers and Gould Sprayers. Write for booklet and prices.
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